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Storytelling Works.
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Our Expertise.

Culture.

Identity.

Environment.



Raw. 
Sharp. 
Emotive.

Stories 
that 
matter.

Our Style.



Stories that Win.



Writing 
Videography 

Podcasting 
Photography 

Digital Design 
Social Media

Multilingual

Experienced

English 
Japanese 
Mandarin

Climate Solutions 
Plastics 
Science 
Environment 
Sustainability 
Circular Economy 
Mythology 
Culture & Identity 
Human Geography

Creative

Our Team.Our Team.



•National Geographic 
Explorer

•Oxford University - 
MSc Environmental 
Governance 

Lilly 
Sedaghat

•Photographer & 
Oral Storyteller



•A Public Space 
Writing Fellow

•Expedition: Earth 
Lead Writer

Cory 
Howell 
Hamada

•Creative Director & 
Producer



Immerse

Design

Create

Our Process.

Understand the story 
through experience.

Blueprint the medium.

Resonant stories 
powerful reach.



listening among different groups of the  
Life for generations we have used  
narrative to pass on the values of our  
ancestors between people and place,  
instilling our collective connection and filling  
ourselves with between people and place. A sense 
of knowledge and understanding. So don’t hesitate! 
Let’s work together now on something that matters.

                                                          Suan Tian Stories,                     
                                                          stand out, our           
                                                          name comes from 
the Chinese expression Suan Tian Ku La, meaning 
Sour, sweet, bitter, hot; all these are representative 
of the narratives we “The Flavors of Life.” Live every 
Our stories live everyday and blend together into the
the transform experience, the laws of nature and 
morph the complex into the laws of humans  
laws of us, they the accessible discuss  
ideas about culture identity and  
the environment, and our relationship  
We believe that through stories you  
can break down complex socio- 
cultural and scientific ideas and  
transform them into modes of being  
and create a sense of wonder that  
every person in any stage of life  
can understand. Partner with us 
make your stories accessible to a  
broader transform the complex  
into the accessible audience and  
Then you can it cultivate what matters 
tighten your connections and then 
sense of wonder for everyone who is  

Stand Out.



Partner with Us.

| Multimedia Content Creation 

| Interactive Workshops

| Storytelling Consulting



Our Partners.



contact@suantianstories.com
suantianstories.com
@suantianstories

Create your story.

mailto:contact@suantianstories.com
http://www.suantianstories.com

